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Abstract

The concept of “conflict” is not only an interest of area of organizational psychology, but it is also a research area of psychology, sociology, anthropology, economics, and some other disciplines. Due to the increase of demands for societies of health care day-to-day, the analysis of the elements which effect the usage of hospitals efficiently and effectively also comes into prominence. One of those is the phenomenon of “conflict”. Since hospitals are complex structures, the reasons of conflicts that may occur are so varied. There may sometimes be numerous reasons behind a conflict case at a unit. Emergency room is one of the units where the conflicts at hospitals frequently happen. In order to manage a conflict in emergency room, it comes into prominence to diagnose the conflict, to make the necessary intervention, and to bring out the reasons of the conflict. In this case study, the conflict happens as a chain of events by taking a report of a nurse who will come to seizure without informing the other responsible nurse and declaring to the other responsible nurse that four colleagues of the other sentry nurse have not come. The reason of happening of the conflict is the manner of unclear communication. The nurse who will not come to her seizure by taking a report does not inform that and she keeps her taking report secret. The conflict is terminated by win-win logic, a method of problem solving, of the
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responsible nurse and by participating of other workers in this issue. Mutual clear communication is used and the main reason of the problem is identified as “communication problem”. As a result, it is inferred that communication problems cause hindering work, forming a platform of conflicts, and wasting time. While the conflict is being terminated, communication problems between numerous people are removed by using correct communication ways and it is given a lead to obtain a better communication platform in the organization. Having less problems due to taking care of communication in emergency room after this event shows that this conflict has been resulted in positive outcomes.
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1. Introduction

Besides occurring in too different places and levels, conflict generally means “the hardships an individual or a group go through while choosing an option, and the breakdown in decision making mechanisms, as a result of this” [4]. Conflict is not only a concept which only management or organizational psychology emphasize but also a concept which is included in sociology, psychology, anthropology, economy and other disciplines’ study fields [3].

Because of the rising need of the societies for the health services, the analysis of the elements that affect the efficient usage of hospitals has also gained importance. One of these is the conflict phenomenon. As hospitals is one of the most complex organizations, they have a great potential of conflict. Organizational conflict from the hospital organizations’ point of view can be seen as a broad concept which especially includes the disagreements, role conflicts and uncertainty between personnel during the treatment process, and the other conflict factors [5].

As hospitals has a complex structure, the reasons of conflicts are also different. Sometimes, there can be many reasons behind a conflict example in one of the units. Knowing the factors causing conflicts is an important step for the solution [1]. One of the units in which conflicts occur more often than the others is emergency units [2]. Emergency units are the places where the members of society and hospitals come together and communicate the most. The obligation to serve patients in a quick, right and continuous way require hospitals to be different than other fields of medicine in terms of physical structure and personnel power [6]. Emergency units take place on a central location which refers patients to other units of the hospital, besides being the place where medical response is the best and the only place which includes all types of response [2].

The reasons such as the complex and dynamic structure of emergency units, emergent works, workload, the education level difference among the nurses, perception differences because of personal diversities, insufficient information exchange among units, perception problems among units because of the communication breakdowns, lack of work definition, lack of decision agreement, and lack of job satisfaction creates lack of communication or conflicts among the personnel. To be able to spot the conflict, respond as needed, and reveal the reasons of conflict gains great importance.
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The occurrence of conflict has happened in a chain of events when a nurse who is supposed to be on duty received report without informing the nurse in charge, and the other nurse who is on duty informed the nurse in charge about the fact that her friend is missing.

Hour of work finishes at 16 o’clock. The nurse in charge has not left the emergency unit to be able to finish some of her works. To be able to solve the problem, she has checked all the lists of units, and as a result she has decided to bring down the number of nurses in primary intensive care unit from 4 to 3, and assign that nurse to observation room. The nurse in charge has spoken to her friends on phone because of the overload of works at that moment. She has stated that she did not want to see such an event but one of the nurses had received report without her knowledge, and for this reason
she had to decrease the number of nurses in intensive care unit by 1, and send that nurse to observation room. The nurse on the phone has said that they did not want to support another unit, and the other nurse on duty has stated in a disrespectful tone that she, the nurse in charge, could take a statement down if she wished.

The nurse in charge tried to look to the topic from a different aspect while also trying to stay calm, and although the petition she wrote before had not been accepted, she contacted with the head nursery and talked about the final situation, and to prevent these kind of problems in the future, she had one of the nurses on duty for 24 hours to find a solution to the problem. Also, to understand where all these disrespectful behaviours stem from, she called all the nurses in the primary intensive care rooms for the meeting as soon as possible. Head nurse’s assistant in charge of emergency, the nurse in charge of emergency and all nurses in the intensive care rooms attended the meeting.

The nurse in charge of emergency has had the first call in the meeting, and she has said that she wanted to solve the problem through win win negotiation so it could be beneficial for everybody. She has stated that the reasons of the problem should be revealed through open communication, and if the misunderstandings are removed, then the problem could be solved. First of all, she has spoken to the nurse on the phone, and asked her why such a situation was allowed although she had made an explanation. B Ş who was on the phone at first did not understand or listen to any of the explanations the nurse in charge said believing that the nurse in charge did not let the other nurse stay on duty and for personal reasons she would make her do it in intensive care despite the fact that one of her friends on the day shift in the observation unit wanted the night shift, and on top of that, she did not tell anything about the conversation to her group friends and caused a conflict among all the group.

During the meeting, it has been understood that L Ş who took a decision with this group and did not go to the observation room had a problem with the nurse in charge because of a permission problem in the past until the meeting day and thought that the nurse in charge wanted to keep them on night shift because she wanted them to be in trouble. Also, listening the explanations of L Ş has been very relaxing for the nurse in charge, because she did not communicate with the nurse in charge who is bound to her and gets her in trouble every time but she communicated with other nurses widening her power field and getting power from the head nursery’s assistant in charge of the emergency. Not a long time ago, the head nursery’s assistant in charge of emergency gave permission to two personnel although she did not give permission to a nurse in charge.

The nurse in charge saw that there were so many misunderstandings, and for this reason she did not feel the need to do a further explanation. Also, she wrote the petition for the nurse, who got out of the day shift, to put her to night shift, but head nursery did not accept it. Upon this, the nurse in charge stated that she had been in a really hard situation and the nurses in the intensive care unit did not help her solve the problem of night shift, and this made the problem bigger. The nurse in charge mentioned that head nursery’s assistant attempt to enlarge her power field and her decisions on the personnel that the nurse in charge took care of was not right. However, head nursery’s assistant finished the meeting saying that the nurse in charge had not improved herself even a little bit.

As a result of these events, it has been understood that the conflicts were because of the communication problems. Working nurses has apologized for getting the nurse in charge into trouble, and the nurse in charge has thanked them for their help during the problem solving process. It is seen that the conflict can be solved when the communication problems has been removed. Nurses and the nurse in charge has showed positive reactions to solve the problem, they have showed effort to understand each other, and it has been seen what kind of problems a communication breakdown can cause and the problem has stemmed from the lack of communication.

The meeting enabled everybody to understand the importance of the communication, and that the lack of communication might lead to misunderstandings and conflicts between people, and solved the problem by ensuring everybody gained benefit from the situation. As it made the issue of communication in emergency unit more understandable, it prevented the further problems to a great
The sides solved the problem by using the communication techniques and maintaining a good communication without getting any help from outside, and this environment was enough to be able to solve the problem. The fact that the number of problems about the lack of communication has diminished over time has showed that the method was beneficial.

2. Conclusion and Review

The main reason of the conflict in this case study is the unclear type of communication. The nurse who received report to skip her duty did not inform the nurse in charge about that and kept it as secret. If the nurse had informed the nurse in charge about that, this problem would be prevented before it even existed. The usage of the right communication types could have prevented such a problem.

The nurse in charge explained the reason of the problem by using an open communication when she called the intensive care unit, but B.Ş, who answered the phone first, used a wrong tone and told that she would not go to observation room, and started an active conflict. The person involved in active conflict could not understand what was said to her and would not listen to what was said, and this led to the extension of the conflict. The fact that B.Ş did not mention anything about this situation to her friends made the conflict spread among her friends as well. L.S who did not go to the observation room was also using a wrong type of communication. Also, as she had some problems with the nurse in charge in the past, she entered into an open conflict with her. The nurse in charge tried to stay calm during the process, used an open communication style, and demanded a meeting to solve the problem. She maintained her communication style during the meeting as well, and told that the petition was sent but not approved while thinking that there was still some lack of communication. This made the nurses understand that there was not an intentional behaviour in this situation.

Also, there was a vertical conflict happening with the head nursery’s assistant. The head nursery’s assistant talked down to others, and this created a passive conflict between her and the nurse in charge. The nurse in charge experienced a conflict in herself because she tried to repress her fury, and the problems with the head nursery’s assistant continued.

The conflict has been solved by the nurse in charge through win win negotiation with the participation of the other personnel. Interactive communication was used and it has been understood that the real reason of the problem is the lack of communication. If the conflict had not been solved with the right approach, the problem could go on and on, and could even prevent the personnel from doing their works. In the end, it has been seen that the communication problems caused conflicts, time losses and the disruption of work. While the conflict has been solved, the right communication styles were used, which helped to remove the problems and created a way to maintain a nice communication environment within the organization. After that incident, the care for the good communication environment in the emergency unit shows that this conflict ended up with positive outcomes.

3. Suggestions

Regardless of the type of organization, it is important to provide right and efficient communication. Emergency units have a complex and dynamic structure. For this reason, the necessity to maintain a right kind of communication is much more important. The communication should be in efficient levels, and communication should be valued in these times we call communication age.

In this case study, it can be seen that communication education for the personnel is really important. For this reason, there should be in-service training and seminars for personnel in terms of communication. Also, the relationship between communication and work performance should be
explained to the personnel. The communication should be backed up with regular meetings, and the lack of knowledge should be satisfied. The open and respectful communication among the personnel should be supported. Active type of communication should affect the work performance in a positive and meaningful way. Managers should manage the individual communication. Individual communication should be handled as a supervisory activity. The removal of the lack of communication in the emergency unit and the development of right kind of communication among nurses will contribute to the development of communication between the nurses and the patients, which leads to the satisfaction of the patients. Also, the development of conflict management skills of personnel from every level helps the organization realize its targets. As a result, it should be understood that communication, conflict, conflict management, and communication styles is very important for an organization, and everybody, personnel or manager, should comprehend the importance of these. The knowledge and skills related to this topic can reach to higher levels with the support of education.
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